Data Sheet

Zadara Cubes
on AWS

Now you can get all the performance of an enterprise-class storage
system, fully integrated with your AWS environment and account.
The power of enterprise storage. The convenience of Amazon Web Services.
Zadara provides the advanced features you have come to expect from
enterprise storage, in a fully-managed cloud model. To make it even easier to
use Zadara we now offer pre-configured solutions (we call them “Cubes”) that
you can purchase directly through AWS Marketplace and use right within your
AWS environment.

Cloud-based NAS, SAN on AWS. Active Directory integration.
Features & Benefits

Pre-configured
Multiple pre-configured
capacities available

AWS Integrated

The Zadara Cube on AWS is a cloud-based Enterprise NAS appliance with an
NFS/CIFS server, dual HA controllers, dedicated high performance drives and
enterprise-class storage features (snapshots, replication, thin provisioning,
encryption, etc.) with Active Directory integration.
AWS DirectConnect. Isolated infrastructure.

Cubes are billed directly
through your AWS account

Zadara is located in data centers adjacent to AWS and connected via AWS
DirectConnect. You get physical drives that are completely isolated from the
EBS infrastructure. The Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) machine is used
only for provisioning the Cube.

Enterprise

High-Availability. Backup to S3.

NFS, CIFS (AD), snapshots,
high availability, and more

Metered
Performance charts.
Charged by the hour.

You can automatically back up your Zadara Cube to Amazon Simple
Storage Service (S3) storage. You can also migrate data from Amazon S3 to
Amazon Glacier cold storage, creating new tiers of data protection.
Consolidated billing and management.
Because Zadara Cubes are integrated with AWS you don’t need to waste
time setting up and managing multiple accounts with separate billing. Easily
track your account’s charges in your AWS account and receive only one
consolidated bill.
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Zadara extends and enhances your AWS environment.
Zadara offers features and functions to enhance what you get
from AWS directly. And with AWS DirectConnect, your Zadara
Cubes appear to be right inside your AWS environment. See
the chart below for a summary of the features you get with
Zadara.

“With the combination of
AWS and Zadara Storage,
we’re getting better performance than what we
had from an on-premises
solution, and saving at least
50% of our data center
costs.”
Craig Loop,
Director of Technology,
Realty Data / Westcor
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Storage Competency

Transform your business, with zero-risk enterprise storage

+1 949 251 0360
sales@zadara.com
www.zadara.com

Zadara eliminates the technical, operational, and financial
risks associated with enterprise storage, by delivering industry-leading enterprise SAN, NAS and Object storage as a
fully-managed service with 24/7 proactive monitoring and
support, backed by a 100%-uptime guarantee, and wrapped
in a pay-only-for-what-you-use model. Find out how zero-risk
enterprise storage can help transform your business. Call or
email today.
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